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Herwig 7 Overview

Rooted in accurate description of QCD effects.
Fully detailed description of ee, ep and pp collisions.

Hard partonic scattering — NLO QCD, routinely
Parton showers — angular ordered & dipole-like
Multi-parton interactions — Eikonal model
Hadronization — Cluster hadronization



Outline

The Physics of Herwig 7

Documentation & installation

Operating Herwig 7 & some technical details

Setups and runs for simple processes using Herwig 7 & Rivet

ZOOM meeting chat can be used for discussions and questions,
Stefan Gieseke, Patrick Kirchgaesser and Graeme Nail have joined me for support!



Herwig 7 Overview

[Herwig collaboration – Eur.Phys.J. C76 (2016) 665]

[Gieseke, Stephens, Webber – JHEP 0312 (2003) 045]
[Plätzer, Gieseke – JHEP 1101 (2011) 024]

[Bellm, Nail, Plätzer, Schichtel, Siodmok – EPJ C76 (2016) 665]

Two shower modules: angular ordered and dipole-type, 
both including parton shower uncertainty estimates.
[Plätzer, Gieseke – EPJ C72 (2012) 2187]
[Plätzer — JHEP 1308 (2013) 114]
[Bellm, Gieseke, Plätzer — EPJ C78 (2018) 244]

Automated NLO matching and multi jet merging.

Cluster hadronization model

Eikonal MPI model

  

NLO merging in Herwig 7.1

NLO multijet merging with the dipole shower,

inspired by “unitary” merging algorithms.

→ No strict unitarization, only cancel log-enhanced contributions

→ Catching cross section changes due to Pnite real emission contributions

→ Standard NLO matching below merging scale

[Bellm, Gieseke, Plätzer – EPJ C78 (2018) 244]

[Plätzer – JHEP 1308 (2013) 114]

[Lönnblad, Prestel – JHEP 1303 (2013) 166]

Colour Reconnection

Automated BSM simulations using UFO 
model files. [Gigg, Richardson — EPJ C51 (2007) 989]

[Richardson, Wilcock — EPJ C74 (2014) 2713]



Parton Shower Extras

• Spin correlations in both shower modules

• QED radiation in angular ordered shower
• Shower reweighting algorithms encode some 

variations on-the-fly

Several improvements on existing shower algorithms

[Webster, Richardson - Eur.Phys.J.C 80 (2020) 2]

Colour matrix element corrections
available in the dipole shower evolution

[Plätzer, Sjödahl – JHEP 1207 (2012) 042]
[Plätzer, Sjödahl, Thoren – JHEP 11 (2018) 009]

[Bellm, Plätzer, Richardson, Siodmok, Webster – PRD 94 (2016) 3]



NLO Matching

Figure 4. Left panel: Generic picture for components of MC event generators. Right panel:
Generic structure of distributions with kinematic threshold structures in the soft-collinear re-
gion with top mass sensitivity obtained by NLO-matched MMCs (NLO+PS) and unmatched
MMCs (LO+PS). The matching procedure adds the difference between the NLO expanded PS
(LO+PSNLO_FO) and the NLO fixed-order (NLO_FO) results to the tail of the distribution pop-
ulated by hard radiation events (grey). (With courtesy of Simon Plätzer.)

branching (CB) [79] (as used as the default in the Herwig [74] MMC family) or on trans-
verse momentum ordered dipole showering [80] (as used in the Pythia [75] and Sherpa

MMCs [76] and optionally also in Herwig [81]). Differences between the two PS types
arise for example in the treatment of non-global observables, where CB has restrictions,
or in momentum recoil effects, where dipole showering is based on a local treatment for
each parton branching. The hadronization models implemented in MMCs are based on
the concepts of decaying clusters [82] or the breaking of QCD strings [83]. Their param-
eters are not fixed from first principles QCD but through the tuning procedure, i.e. by
demanding that the MMCs reproduce a certain set of experimental differential cross sec-
tions. This allows the MC generators to provide adequate descriptions even when the PS
description is less precise. The precision of PSs in MMCs can be elevated by matching
them with NLO matrix elements (referred to as NLO+PS). Such matched generators such
as MacGraph5_aMC@NLO [84, 85] or POWHEG [86] improve the description of the first
hard PS emission (typically with transverse momenta larger than 10 GeV) but leave the
soft and collinear emissions and hadronization provided by the underlying MC generators
unchanged, see the right panel of Fig 4. MMCs share in an observable-dependent way
the aspects of first-principle calculations as well as model-descriptions, where the primary
aim is on providing good descriptions for experimental observable quantities. There is an
ongoing effort to improve the theoretical basis of MMCs and the methods to estimate their
uncertainties for observable quantities, see e.g. [77, 87–89].

For top quark physics mostly the Pythia [75] and Herwig [74, 90] event generators are
employed. It is an essential aspect of all experimental top quark measurements to properly
estimate the theoretical or model uncertainties arising from the theoretical approximations
encoded in the employed MMCs. The common approach of the experimental collaborations
is to analyse the variations obtained from a few different MC implementations that are con-
sidered reasonable. Limitations in state-of-the-art MCCs, particularly relevant for LHC top

– 11 –

Expand shower to NLO in strong coupling, then subtract from fixed-order.
Will improve hardest emission from shower approximation to LO, normalisation at NLO.

NLO QCD default accuracy for hard processes in Herwig 7 using Matchbox
[Bellm, Plätzer, Rauch, Reuschle, Wilcock – 2011-2015]



Multijet Merging

Combine multijets at NLO with parton showers into one inclusive sample.

[Bellm, Gieseke, Plätzer — EPJ C78 (2018) 244]

Available in all multipurpose event generators,
mainly based on unitarized schemes

[Plätzer — JHEP 1308 (2013) 114]
[Prestel, Lönnblad — JHEP 03 (2013) 166]



Multiparton InteractionsExtending into the soft region
Continuation of the differential cross section into the soft
region pt < pmin

t (here: pt integral kept fixed)

Stefan Gieseke · Universität Wien · 21 Nov 2017 11/36

Colour Reconnection — idea

Stefan Gieseke · Universität Wien · 21 Nov 2017 13/36

Colour Reconnection — idea

Stefan Gieseke · Universität Wien · 21 Nov 2017 13/36

Overlap function
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[Figure by Stefan Gieseke]

MPI - soft interactions
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ATLAS [New J.Phys.13:053033,2011]

[Gieseke, Loshaj, Kirchgaesser – EPJ C77 (2017) 156] 

• Multiperipheral gluon ladder

• Gluons treated non-perturbatively

• Paramaters of the model parametrized to describe 0.9, 7 and 13 TeV MB data

[Gieseke, Loshaj, Kirchgasser — EPJ C77 (2017) 156]

matter distribution

soft & hard scatters
+ diffraction

[Bellm, Gieseke, Kirchgasser — arXiv:1911.13149]

colour reconnection

Key ingredients for MPI 
modelling in Herwig 7

Work ongoing to apply to heavy ion physics.
[‘Stacking’ MPI already available — Bellm, Bierlich 2018]



Cluster Hadronization
2 Cody B Duncan, Patrick Kirchgaeßer: Kinematic strangeness production in cluster hadronization

Shower Parton Splitter Fission Decay

Fig. 1: Figure of a simplified event where we show the ma-
jor stages of hadronization after the parton shower that
can contribute to non-perturbative strangeness produc-
tion. Grey ellipses are clusters, while black are hadrons.

ter can be considered to be a highly primordial, excited
colour-singlet qq̄ pair.

There are several parts to the hadronization model in
Herwig, in the following algorithmic order:

• Non-perturbative gluon splitting,
• Colour reconnection,
• Cluster fission,
• Cluster decay to hadron pairs,
• Unstable hadron decays.

In Fig. 1, we have omitted colour reconnection since this
step simply changes the colour topology of the event, not
the content of the clusters. While modifying the colour
reconnection algorithm would have a non-trivial impact
on the later stages of hadronization, namely cluster fission
and decay, it is outside the scope of this paper, but these
correlations will be studied and addressed in future work.
Since the scope of this project is mainly focused on light
strange hadron production, we tune predominately to pion
and kaon observables. We will also ignore unstable hadron
decays for the purposes of this paper.

The three other listed stages in hadronization are each
allowed to contribute to the overall strangeness in the
event, since they each produce new qq̄ pairs. We briefly
recall the details of each step as presented in depth in [9].

2.1 Non-perturbative gluon splitting

Once the parton shower ends, all gluons undergo a non-
perturbative splitting into qq̄ pairs. The species of the pair
is determined by a given weight, e.g. in the tune from
[8] the weights of up, down, and strange are 2:2:1. The
default version of Herwig does not allow for strangeness
production at this step, only uū and dd̄ pairs. The only
constraint on the gluon splitting is that the gluon mass

is at least twice the constituent mass of the species in
question, and the gluons are split isotropically.

After all the gluons in an event have been split, near-
est neighbours in momentum space are most likely to be
nearest neighbours in colour space [16], and clusters are
formed from the momentum-space neighbouring qq̄ pairs,
with a mass distribution decoupled from the hard scatter-
ing process that created them.

2.2 Cluster fission

Exceptionally heavy clusters are allowed to fission into two
lighter, less excited clusters if the mass M of the original
cluster satisfies the condition:

Mp
� qp + (m1 +m2)

p, (1)

where p and q are parameters that control the fission-
ing rate criteria, and m1,2 are the parton masses of the
heavy cluster. In Herwig, p is given separate values for
light quarks (u, d, s), charm, and bottom. The light quark
weights are further subdivided, and strangeness is sup-
pressed by a flat weight. q has a similar divide between
the quark species.

After selecting clusters to fission, the cluster fissioner
produces a qq̄ pair from the light quarks with a fixed
weight, distinct values for each flavour of quark (bar top),
and diquarks. Each parton from the pair go into a separate
cluster, giving the new pair of clusters a mass distribution
of:

Mi = mi + (M �mi �mq)R
1/w
i , (2)

where w is the splitting parameter that controls the rate of
splitting for clusters containing di↵erent species of quarks.

2.3 Cluster decay

The last stage of cluster-based physics is at the cluster
decay level, in which clusters decay into excited hadrons.
Given a cluster with constituents q1, q̄2, the weight for
producing hadrons ha = q1q̄, hb = qq̄2, where q denotes a
quark or diquark species, is given by:

W(ha, hb) = Pqwasawbsbp
⇤
a,b, (3)

where Pq is the production weight for the given quark or
diquark species, wi are the weights for the relevant hadron
production, and si are the suppression factors for the cor-
responding hadrons. The final factor in the weight is the
two-body phase space factor that controls how readily the
cluster can decay into the two chosen hadrons.

2.4 Herwig strangeness parameters

The Herwig parameters that control non-perturbative
strangeness production are the gluon splitting weight -
SplitPwtSquark, and the cluster fission & decay weight
- PwtSquark. In the original model, cluster fissioning and

[Figure by Patrick Kirchgaesser]
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of:
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where Pq is the production weight for the given quark or
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The Herwig parameters that control non-perturbative
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Clusters fission if too heavy:

Fission parameters different for uds, c 
and b, but only uds produced 

Lighter clusters decay into hadrons

Clusters formed by 
splitting gluons after 
shower evolution

Colour reconnection model in Herwig

Plain colour reconnection model [Röhr, Gieseke, Siodmok, EPJC C72 (2012)]

If MC + MD < MA + MB accept alternative cluster configuration
with probability preco

Important for hadron collision to restore colour pre-confinement
(works pretty well at LEP)

Patrick Kirchgaeßer (KIT) · VCES 2019 · 29.11.2019 7/ 21

Different weights for 
light flavours



Colour Reconnection

Colour reconnection model in Herwig

Plain colour reconnection model [Röhr, Gieseke, Siodmok, EPJC C72 (2012)]

If MC + MD < MA + MB accept alternative cluster configuration
with probability preco

Important for hadron collision to restore colour pre-confinement
(works pretty well at LEP)

Patrick Kirchgaeßer (KIT) · VCES 2019 · 29.11.2019 7/ 21

Colour reconnection model in Herwig

Plain colour reconnection model [Röhr, Gieseke, Siodmok, EPJC C72 (2012)]

If MC + MD < MA + MB accept alternative cluster configuration
with probability preco

Important for hadron collision to restore colour pre-confinement
(works pretty well at LEP)

Patrick Kirchgaeßer (KIT) · VCES 2019 · 29.11.2019 7/ 21

[Gieseke, Röhr, Siodmok — EPJ C72 (2012) 2225]

Preconfinement assumption violated in hadronic 
environments: colour reconnection crucial.
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Fig. 9 Primary cluster mass spectrum in LHC dijet events at 7 TeV. Figure (a) compares the mass distribution in the
pre-colour-reconnection stage to the distribution after colour reconnection. The contributions of the three cluster classes are
stacked. The histograms in (b) merely di↵er from the ones in (a) in their binning.

below 6 GeV, as perturbative h-type and i-type clus-
ters do. In the high-mass tail, however, n-type clusters
clearly dominate, as already indicated by the cluster
fraction functions discussed above. Both their minor
contribution at low masses and their large contribution
at high masses do not change after colour reconnection.
In total, however, the mass distribution is more peaked
after colour reconnection and the high-mass tail is sup-
pressed by a factor larger than 10.

3.3 Resulting physics implications

The characteristics of clusters that have been studied in
this section clearly confirm the physical picture we have
started out with. The colour reconnection model in fact
reduces the invariant masses of clusters that are mostly
of non-perturbative origin. These arise as an artefact of
the way we colour-connect additional hard scatters in
the MPI model with the rest of the event.

At this non-perturbative level we have no handle on
the colour information from theory, hence we have mod-
elled it. First in a very näıve way when we extract the
‘first’ parton from the proton, but only to account for a
more physical picture later, where we use colour precon-
finement as a guiding principle. We therefore conclude
that our ansatz to model colour reconnections in the
way we have done it reproduces a meaningful physical
picture.

4 Tuning and comparison of the model results
with data

In this section we address the question of whether the
MPI model in Herwig, equipped with the new CR
model, can improve the description of the ATLAS MB
and UE data, see Fig. 2. To that end we need to find
values of free parameters (tune parameters) of the MPI
model with CR that allow to get the best possible
description of the experimental data. Since both CR
models can be regarded as an extension of the cluster
model [36], which is used for hadronization in Herwig,
the tune of Herwig with CR models may require a
simultaneous re-tuning of the hadronization model pa-
rameters to a wide range of experimental data, primar-
ily from LEP (see Appendix D from Ref. [14]). There-
fore, we start this section by examining whether the
description of LEP data is sensitive to CR parameters.

4.1 Validation against e+e� LEP data

Already in Section 3 we have seen that the colour
structure of LEP final states is well-defined by the
perturbative parton shower evolution. Moreover, the
CR model does not change this structure significantly.
Therefore, although CR is an extension of hadroniza-
tion, we can expect that the default hadronization pa-
rameters are still valid in combination with CR. This
was confirmed by comparing Herwig results with and
without CR against a wide range of experimental data
from LEP [41–49]. As an example we show a compari-
son of Herwig without and with CR (using the main
tunes for both CR methods presented in this paper) to
two LEP observables in Fig. 10. The full set of plots,
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Fig. 12 Comparison of Herwig 2.4.2 without CR and Herwig 2.5 with PCR to ATLAS minimum-bias distributions atp
s = 0.9 TeV with Nch � 6, p? > 500 MeV and |⌘| < 2.5. The ATLAS data was published in Ref. [5].

Figure 17 shows the angular distributions of the
charged-particle multiplicity and

P
p?, with respect to

the leading charged particle (at � = 0). The data sets
are shown for four di↵erent cut values in the transverse
momentum of the leading charged particle, plead

? . With
increasing cut on plead

? , the development of a jet-like
structure can be observed. The overall description of
the data is satisfactory but we can also see that the
description improves as the lower cut value in plead

? in-
creases as then the description is more driven by per-
turbation theory. The full comparison with all ATLAS
UE and MB data sets is available on the Herwig tune
page [50]. At this stage di↵erent UE tunes were manda-
tory for di↵erent hadronic centre-of-mass energies

p
s.

In the next section we address the question of whether

an energy-independent UE tune can be obtained using
the present model.

4.2.3 Centre-of-mass energy dependence of UE tunes

To study the energy dependence of the parameters
properly, we examine a set of observables at di↵erent
collider energies, whose description is sensitive to the
MPI model parameters. The experimental data should
be measured at all energies in similar phase-space re-
gions and under not too di↵erent trigger conditions.
These conditions were met by two UE observables:
hd2Nch/d⌘ d�i and hd2

P
pt/d⌘ d�i, both measured as

a function of plead
? (with plead

? < 20 GeV) by ATLAS at
900 GeV and 7000 GeV (with p? > 500 MeV) and by



Geometric & Baryonic ReconnectionResults

[ALICE, EPJ C75 (2015) 226]
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Strangeness difficult. g ! ss̄ splitting.

Stefan Gieseke · Universität Wien · 21 Nov 2017 35/36

Rapididy based colour reconnection

Colour singlets not only from qq̄ but also from qqq states

But, baryonic clusters would typically be much heavier

Mijk +Mlmn > Mil +Mjm +Mkn

would always/often be reconnected into mesonic clusters.

Stefan Gieseke · Universität Wien · 21 Nov 2017 34/36

Results
[ALICE, EPJ C75 (2015) 226]
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[Gieseke, Kirchgaesser, Plätzer – EPJ C 78 (2018) 99]

Results

[ALICE, EPJ C75 (2015) 226]
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Ratios much improved.
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A. Siodmok, Space-time CR in H7

Spacetime Colour Reconnection

● With the transverse coordinates in place, we use this information to perform and inform CR
● We introduce a boost-invariant distance measure:

● This is inspired by conventional jet algorithms, where we replace the azimuthal separation 
with transverse separation.

● We use similar strategy as in the simple plain CR base on the cluster mass measure.
● If the sum of the cluster separations is smaller after a possible reconnection:

then we accept the reconnection with a probability p
reco

● Baryonic spacetime colour reconnection uses the algorithm from 
[S. Gieseke, P. Kirchgaeßer, S. Plätzer Eur.Phys.J. C78 (2018)]

d
0
 is the characteristic length scale for CR, a tunable parameter

[See Stefan’s talk for more models and details]

New model uses geometric measure 
instead of ‘string length’ and introduces 
baryonic degrees of freedomRapididy based colour reconnection

“Closeness” of quarks not based on invariant mass but on
proximity in momentum space.

Consider other quarks’ movement based on their rapidity in
reference clusters’ CM frame.

Stefan Gieseke · Universität Wien · 21 Nov 2017 34/36

Combination with 
globally enhanced 
strange production.
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Fig. 7: The colour-topology of a sample Minimum Bias event in rapidity and transverse spacetime coordinates, before
(top) and after (bottom) colour reconnection. The parameters used for reconnection here are ⌫2 = 1 GeV2, d0 = 0.5 fm,
and baryonic reconnection weight wb = 0.5. Black lines correspond to clusters which are automatically produced from
the parton shower and which have not undergone any colour reconnection, while red lines are the newly rearranged
(dotted lines) baryonic and (solid lines) mesonic clusters.

Kinematic Strange Production & Spacetime Information

• Use          as a trigger particle and study number of hadron species for different rapidity 
intervals in bins of centrality

Exploring strangeness enhancement  
with strings and clusters (working title)

Allows us to study subtle differences in the soft models between Herwig and Pythia

String fragmentation Clusters

q̄

q

Fission Decay

• Look at correlations between different strange hadrons 

�y = {0.1, 0.5, 1, ...}
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[C. Bierlich, S. Gieseke, PK]
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Invariant Mass LEP LHC

Gluon Splitting 97 48

Cluster Fission 3 22

Cluster Decay 23 4

Table 3: Results for the tuned characteristic mass
scales m0, in units of GeV, of our new model using
the total invariant mass of a colour-singlet object for
LEP and LHC tunes respectively.

� Measure LEP LHC

Gluon Splitting 72 37

Cluster Fission 4 20

Cluster Decay 16 10

Table 4: Results for the tuned characteristic mass
scales m0, in units of GeV, of our new model using
our � measure (defined in Eq. 5) of a colour-singlet
object for LEP and LHC tunes respectively.

Fig. 6: Schematic topology of colour-singlets that can oc-
cur from perturbative gluon and quark shower splitting,
before the gluons undergo non-perturbative splitting.

With the three new characteristic mass scales, we are
able to improve the description of all observables consid-
ered in the tuning especially for LHC observables as shown
in Fig.10, where we compare the two di↵erent mass mea-
sures after tuning, as well as the Monash tune [14] for
Pythia.

Although the simple tuning recommends di↵erent val-
ues for the usage at LHC and LEP it is also feasible to use
the set of parameters obtained from the tuning to LHC
data and still get improved results for LEP observables
which was not possible by having a simple flat number as
the probability to produce strange quarks as is shown in
Fig.11.

5.1 Discussion

The default version of Herwig did not allow for strange
production during the gluon splitting stage. By allowing
this process, improvements can be seen in all the con-
sidered observables. With our new model, there is a more
physically motivated dynamic strangeness production mech-
anism at all stages of the hadronization.

The multiple parton interaction model in Herwig in-
volves two types of subprocesses, hard and soft. Hard pro-
cesses are allowed to shower and emit quarks and gluons,
while soft ones produce only gluons which may not shower.
These soft gluons are all colour-connected to each other
and the beam remnants, resulting in a single pre-cluster
when undergoing non-perturbative gluon splitting. This
type of pre-cluster typically has a large invariant mass
due to the large number of soft gluons and the isotropic
nature of their momentum distribution, resulting in a high
strangeness production weight for this subsystem. The re-
sulting produced strange particles coming from these soft
interactions are distributed uniformly in rapidity.

There are three key di↵erences between the LEP and
LHC environments during hadronization. Firstly, LEP has
a much lower energy scale than the LHC, naturally lim-
iting the possible distribution of colour-singlet masses at
the stage of non-perturbative gluon splittings. As a result,
a direct comparison between LEP and LHC in our model
is not straightforward.

Secondly, while LEP and LHC simulations may have
very similar cluster mass distributions, the number of clus-
ters is far higher for the latter. Similarly, at the pre-cluster
level, LEP prefers colour-singlets that span the entire final
state, as shown in Fig. 4, i.e. no perturbative gluon split-
tings during the parton shower. This results in the major-
ity of events either having enhanced strangeness produc-
tion or none at all, at the gluon splitting level, meaning
that a flat weight at this level in hadronization can be
justified for LEP runs.

Finally, and related to the previous two, LEP is a much
cleaner environment. For lepton collisions, there are no
multiple parton interactions, nor much e↵ect from colour
reconnection. However, in proton collisions, these are both
vital phases of the simulation that drastically change the
mass topology of the event.

Taking the characteristic mass scales from Tabs. 3 and
4, we have translated these into an e↵ective expected value
for the weights for the two mass measures. For LEP events,
as shown in Tab. 5, the total invariant mass approach

[Duncan, Kirchgaesser – EPJ C79 (2019) 61]

Strange production in gluon splitting 
and fission dependent on environment.
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Fig. 7: The colour-topology of a sample Minimum Bias event in rapidity and transverse spacetime coordinates, before
(top) and after (bottom) colour reconnection. The parameters used for reconnection here are ⌫2 = 1 GeV2, d0 = 0.5 fm,
and baryonic reconnection weight wb = 0.5. Black lines correspond to clusters which are automatically produced from
the parton shower and which have not undergone any colour reconnection, while red lines are the newly rearranged
(dotted lines) baryonic and (solid lines) mesonic clusters. [Bellm, Duncan, Gieseke, Myska, 

Siodmok  – EPJ C79 (2019) 1003]

Spacetime information in colour 
reconnection possibly relevant in 

dense environments
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LEP Default TUNE1 TUNE2

Gluon Splitting – 0.24 0.19

Cluster Fission 0.66 0.53 0.69

Cluster Decay 0.66 0.53 0.69

Table 1: Results of the parameter values for
strangeness production at the di↵erent stages of the
event generation (LEP). In both default Herwig and
TUNE1, cluster fission and decay have the same pa-
rameter. In TUNE2, they are allowed to be di↵erent,
but the tuning procedure returned equal values. In
default Herwig, there is no g ! ss̄ option.

LHC Default TUNE1 TUNE2

Gluon Splitting – 0.95 0.95

Cluster Fission 0.66 0.05 0.02

Cluster Decay 0.66 0.05 0.25

Table 2: Results of the parameter values for
strangeness production at the di↵erent stages of the
event generation (LHC). In both default Herwig and
TUNE1, cluster fission and decay have the same pa-
rameter, while in TUNE2 they are allowed to be dif-
ferent. In default Herwig, there is no g ! ss̄ option.
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Fig. 2: Measurement ofK± multiplicities at SLD [23] andK0 spectrum as measured at ALEPH [20] for
p
s = 91.2GeV.

We show a comparison between the default Herwig model and our two di↵erent tunes.

4 Kinematic strangeness production

As mentioned above, the various splitting probabilities
and weights are flat numbers tuned to data, without any
considerations for the topology of a given event. In order
to have a more dynamic picture, where the splitting proba-
bilities depend on the environment, we choose to scale the
weights with respect to colour-singlet masses. The mass
of a colour-singlet system at a given phase of hadroniza-
tion scales the probability for strangeness production up
or down, depending on a characteristic mass scale for each
step.

As a simple starting point for mass-based power scal-
ing, we replace the flat weights in each of the steps men-
tioned in Sec. 2 with the following functional form:

ws(m)2 = exp

✓
�m2

0

m2

◆
, (4)

where m2
0 is the characteristic mass scale for each phase,

and m2 is the total invariant mass of the relevant colour-
singlet system. In this work, we will introduce another

mass-based measure which replaces m2 in the denomina-
tor of Eq. 4: the threshold production measure, �. We
discuss the di↵erence in the two approaches in Sec. 4.3.
For now, we will continue to use the total invariant mass
as an example in the following sections.

The weights in Eq. 4 are only for strangeness produc-
tion, and they are relative to the production weights of
up and down quarks. In the limit of a very heavy colour-
singlet, the rate of producing strangeness will be the same
as that of the lighter quarks, while in the low-mass limit,
only the lighter quarks will be allowed to be produced.
The appeal of an exponential scaling is that this model
only introduces one extra parameter to the default model
of hadronization in Herwig, and indeed, it does not in-
troduce any extra parameters if one splits the fission and
decay parameters. Thus we avoid a proliferation of param-
eters in our model, and we still have a natural mechanism
to allow for event-by-event fluctuations in strangeness pro-
duction.

The scaling of the production rate in Eq. 4 only applies
to ss̄ pairs, and not to any diquarks containing strange
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Fig. 9: Comparison of the two di↵erent mass measures for the cluster fission and cluster decayer stages respectively
for LHC Minimum Bias events at 7 TeV.
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Fig. 10: K+ + K� yield and K/⇡ ratio as measured by ALICE [25] at 7 TeV. Shown is a comparison between the
default version of Herwig (without baryonic reconnection), i.e. static production of strangeness, the new approach
which introduces dynamical strangeness production with the two di↵erent measures (Mass and Lambda) and Pythia
with the Monash tune.

plays a non-trivial role in producing strange hadrons. Our
new kinematic model uses a mass-based scaling, but colour
reconnection aims to lower the cluster masses to some lo-
cal minimum, meaning that it is in direct conflict with our
considerations. For LEP simulations, colour reconnection
has a small e↵ect, while in LHC simulations, colour re-
connection is a vital phenomenon. Future work will study
the correlations between the role colour reconnection plays
and our model, in particular, varying the amount of colour
reconnection that takes place in an event, and allowing
baryonic clusters to form.

Our studies showed that there is virtually no quanti-
tative di↵erence between using the tuned invariant mass
parameters and the tuned � measure parameters. How-

ever, the results in Tabs. 5 and 6 suggest that the � mea-
sure bridges the divide between the two types of collision
better.

We have also compared the results of our new model
with Pythia and the Monash tune in Figs. 10 and 11.
While the Monash tune aims to describe a number of ob-
servables other than the strangeness production rate in
Pythia, it is tuned to both LEP and LHC data [14], mak-
ing it an apt benchmark for this discussion.

We can see that our model performs marginally better
than Pythia, and significantly better than default Herwig,
when trying to describe the K± and drastically better on
both counts for the K/⇡ ratio yields, as shown in Fig. 10.
However, in the low-p? region, both Pythia and our model
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Today’s tutorial

docker pull graemenail/herwig-eic

alias Herwig='docker run -i  --rm  -u `id -u $USER`:`id -g`  
-v $PWD:$PWD -w $PWD  graemenail/herwig-eic Herwig'

alias rivet-mkhtml='docker run -i  --rm  -u `id -u $USER`:`id -g`  
-v $PWD:$PWD -w $PWD  graemenail/herwig-eic rivet-mkhtml'

Closely following the Herwig tutorial at the 2019 MCnet school
[many thanks to Patrick Kirchgaesser and Graeme Nail for support]

Conveniently use a docker setup with Graeme’s Herwig container

Generate a workspace for Herwig runs, copy input files and pre-adapted grids:
mkdir herwig-tutorials && cd herwig-tutorials && wget …
tar xzf Herwig.tar.gz



Workflow

Herwig read

Herwig build
Herwig integrate

Herwig run

Repository

Input File

.run file

HepMC, Rivet, builtin 
analyses, cross section 

information & log

manipulates

virtual file system of objects

adapts integrating grids in parallel



Under the Hood

ME providers

ufo2herwig

Builtin ME

Matchbox hard process

Subtractive 
matching

Multiplicative 
matching

Dipole showerAngular ordered shower

Multijet merging

Multi Parton 
Interactions

(Cluster) 
hadronization

LHE files



Getting familiar

Take a look at LEP-Matchbox.in — what’s going on?

Build an event generator, run a few 1000 events:

Take a look at the .log file and the .out file. Enable Rivet in the run:

Switch between showers and orders, switch off the parton shower and/or hadronization:

Herwig read LEP-Matchbox.in
Herwig run -N 10000 LEP-Matchbox.run

cd /Herwig/EventHandlers
set EventHandler:CascadeHandler NULL
set EventHandler:HadronizationHandler NULL

# read Matchbox/MCatNLO-DefaultShower.in
read Matchbox/LO-DipoleShower.inWhen showers, process or (N)LO 

change, use a different event generator 
name, e.g.:

saverun LEP-LO EvenGenerator

cd /Herwig/Analysis
insert Rivet:Analyses 0 ALEPH_1996_S3486095
insert /Herwig/Generators/EventGenerator:AnalysisHandlers 0 Rivet



NLO Matching and QCD Effects in Drell-Yan

We will start from LHC-Matchbox.in, with some modifications:

set /Herwig/Shower/ShowerHandler:DoFSR No # switches off final state radiation
set /Herwig/Shower/ShowerHandler:DoISR No # switches off initial state radiation
 
cd /Herwig/EventHandlers
#set EventHandler:CascadeHandler NULL
set EventHandler:CascadeHandler:MPIHandler NULL # switches off MPI
set EventHandler:DecayHandler NULL # switches off particle decays 
set EventHandler:HadronizationHandler NULL # switches off hadronization

Gradually switch on the different physics models; also have a look at the effect of the 
intrinsic transverse momentum, which can be changed with

set /Herwig/Shower/ShowerHandler:IntrinsicPtGaussian 2.2*GeV
set /Herwig/DipoleShower/IntrinsicPtGenerator:ValenceIntrinsicPtScale 2.0*GeV
set /Herwig/DipoleShower/IntrinsicPtGenerator:SeaIntrinsicPtScale 2.0*GeV



More processes and DIS

More processes are available via external matrix element providers, choose leading order 
to improve on the adaption of integration grids.

set Factory:OrderInAlphaS 1
set Factory:OrderInAlphaEW 1
do Factory:Process p p -> Z0 j

read Matchbox/DefaultPPJets.in
insert JetCuts:JetRegions 0 FirstJet

read Matchbox/LO-DefaultShower.in
read Matchbox/MadGraph-OpenLoops.in

Jets identified by fastjet

Tree-level ME provider
One-loop ME provider (if needed)

Take a look at DIS-Matchbox.in and 
try it out — you will see a familiar 
setup. Everything works just as for 
LEP and LHC.



Outlook: Multi-jet Merging

Input files are provided for the multi jet merging, as well, take a look in share/Herwig/

read snippets/DipoleMerging.in

[…]

## Set the order of the couplings
cd /Herwig/Merging
set MergingFactory:OrderInAlphaS 2
set MergingFactory:OrderInAlphaEW 0

## Select the process
do MergingFactory:Process p p -> j j [ j ]

set MergingFactory:NLOProcesses 1

set Merger:MergingScale 20.*GeV
set Merger:MergingScaleSmearing 0.1

Processes with jets at the level of 
the hard process as well as DIS are 
handled without any problems.



Thank you!

herwig@hepforge.org


